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A special Oscar Dinner Series on the 85th anniversary of Repeal Day, Dec. 5: 

“From Mob Lawyer to Mayor of Las Vegas, A Retrospective”  
 
LAS VEGAS – To celebrate the seven-year anniversary of Oscar’s 
Steakhouse at the Plaza Hotel & Casino and the 85th anniversary of 
Repeal Day, which marks the end of Prohibition, the Oscar Dinner 
Series will be held inside the restaurant’s iconic glass dome on a 
special night and time, Wednesday, Dec. 5 at 6 p.m.  
 
The Oscar Dinner Series brings historic Vegas to life through the tales 
of former city of Las Vegas Mayor and mob attorney, Oscar B. 
Goodman. In this anniversary edition held on Repeal Day, one of 
Goodman’s favorite holidays, Goodman will recount his journey from 
mob lawyer to mayor, the unique individuals he encountered and the 
historic happenings that occurred along the way. 
 
The special dinner will start with an extended cocktail hour from 6 to 7 p.m. in the lounge 
featuring live entertainment. Guests will then join Goodman inside the dome overlooking the 
lights of Fremont Street for a three-course meal of Goodman’s “hit list” of his favorite dishes 
paired with red and white wines as well as the signature Oscar Goodman Martini. 
 
For the first time, Oscar’s Steakhouse will close for the evening to host this special dinner in the 
dome, offering more seats and reservation options for groups and individuals alike. From groups 
of ten to a table for two, everyone is welcome to this rare opportunity to gain insight on how the 
legendary Goodman went “from mob lawyer to mayor” as he reflects on his life and how his 
extraordinary experiences shaped him and the history of Las Vegas. 
 
To attend the Dec. 5 dinner, RSVP and pre-payment of $150 is required. To RSVP or for more 
information call 702-386-7227 or email RSVP@playlv.com. 
 
About Oscar’s steakhouse 
Named after former Las Vegas Mayor Oscar Goodman, Oscar’s steakhouse is a glamorous and 
uniquely Las Vegas steakhouse inside the iconic dome of the Plaza Hotel and Casino that overlooks 
the lights of Fremont Street and downtown Las Vegas. Oscar’s features perfectly aged steaks cooked 
over a 600 degree grill and accompanied by high-quality, made-from-scratch sides. Oscar’s also 
offers a wide variety of delicious, hand-crafted cocktails, including martinis, the former mayor’s 
signature drink. Reservations are recommended by calling 702-38-OSCAR or 702-386-7227 or 
online at www.oscarslv.com.  
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